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CRANBERRY’S TO GO

Sophomore’s idea of Cranberry’s having a
delivery service aims to please students’ stomachs
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FALL FASHION

Find out what’s in and what’s out as the
temperature drops 
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When Kelly Rowland
Takes Over

CANNONBALL

Swimming and diving team is making a splash
with its swimming lessons for kids
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We The Kings and KAPTN
set to open for R&B star

T

By J’na Jefferson

krowlandfan.com

HE Student Entertainment Council (SEC) took
the campus by surprise with the announcement
of the acts for the fall concert, a unique combination of an R&B chart topper, the pop/rock band
famous for “Check Yes Juliet” and a newcomer to the
rap scene.
Kelly Rowland, R&B star and former member of
Destiny’s Child, will headline one of the year’s biggest
on-campus events, with special guest performances by
pop/rock group We The Kings and L.A.-based artist
KAPTN, who rose to fame earlier this year with the
hit song, “Ricky Ricardo.” Rowland, whose fourth
studio album, Talk A Good Game, was released earlier
this year, is the first female performer to headline a
Rider concert since, ironically enough, Destiny’s Child
brought down the house in 2000.
“Kelly Rowland is a world-class performer and
one of the most celebrated female singers of this
generation,” said Nicholas Barbati, assistant director
of Campus Life. “It is a true honor to have a former
member of one of the biggest girl groups perform at
Rider University.”
This is a change of style for the fall concert, which,
for the last two years, has had headliners within the
hip-hop/rap genre, including last year’s concert,
which featured hop-hop artist J. Cole and R&B singer
Miguel. Some students were relieved to find out that,
this year, three different genres of music will be represented, rather than musicians performing styles under
the same umbrella.
“Nothing against the rap
and hip-hop community,
SEE CONCERT
but having the same thing
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for many years in a row
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WCC tunes up cuisine Social media bullies
#notcool
#classless
W
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By Jen Maldonado
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HILE the
Westminster
Dining
Commons may
be small in physical size,
big changes have been
made at the Westminster
Choir College (WCC)
eatery.
This summer, the
menu at the Commons
was revamped concurrently with the Daly’s
menu. The culinary
revisions were made as
a result of a joint effort
from current Commons
chef Steve Jacobs; Victor
Caruso, the new executive
head chef at Daly’s; Greg
Skiendzielewski, a chef
who joined the Commons
dining team in August;
and Chrystine Kovatich,
WCC’s Aramark director.
“I’m really proud of
our Westminster Dining

Ryan Kiel, a sophomore music education major, piles ketchup
onto his burger at the Commons at Westminster. The Commons
recently upgraded its menu choices and quality of food.

OST students

on Rider’s campuses can be seen checking
their Twitter and Instagram
accounts in between those
walks to class or to Cranberry’s. Many
have stumbled upon two accounts,
Rider Crushes and RiderUBaddies,
which are causing quite the stir
amongst the student body, leading
administrators to take action in hopes
of shutting down these accounts.
In an email sent to all students,
Dean of Students Anthony Campbell
made it clear that the sites are in no
way affiliated with the university and
the Division of Student Affairs has
begun taking steps to find out the
source of these accounts so the appropriate actions can be taken.
“The content of these sites is
harassing, offensive, and highly
objectionable and violates both the
University’s Statement of Community
Values and the University’s AntiHarassment and Non-Discrimination

Policy,” Campbell said in the email.
“The sites also use Rider University
trademarks without permission.”
Rider Crushes, which features
an image of the Bronc wearing a
Rider sweatshirt, shares tweets that
are anonymously sent to the account
revealing the “crushes” people have
on other students. Some of the tweets
published by the account are sexually
crude and inappropriate.
The Instagram account
RiderUBaddies posts pictures of “the
hottest people walking on Rider’s
campus,” according to its description.
The account uses the Rider University
logo as well, which is an unauthorized
use of the university’s trademark.
This isn’t the first time Rider
has had to deal with a social media
account being created that centers
around the student body. Last fall, a
website, raterider.com, was launched
in which pictures of female students
were pitted
SEE BULLIES
against one
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Locker looter

A male student fell victim to a
theft on Sept. 23 in the Student
Recreation Center (SRC). At 5 p.m.,
he placed his belongings in an
unsecured locker in the SRC bathroom. Upon his return, he found
his cellphone was gone, along
with the money in his wallet. The
theft is still under investigation.
Anyone with additional information can contact Public Safety at
x5029. Students are reminded to
lock up their personal belongings;
locks are available from the gym
check-in desk.

Located drugs

Public Safety was called to
Lincoln Hall on Sept. 27 at 1:30
p.m. to conduct a room search
after receiving information that
illegal drugs and paraphernalia
might be present. When the room
was searched, paraphernalia and
suspected marijuana were collected. One of the two male residents admitted to possessing the
illegal items. A knife and fireworks
were also found. At this time, the
Lawrence Township police were
contacted and the student in
question was taken into custody
for further processing.
During the past week, Public
Safety reported six additional
instances where officers were
called to investigate the smell of
suspected marijuana, but were
unable to pinpoint the location.

More drugs

A female resident student in
Switlik Hall was arrested for possession of suspected marijuana
and drug paraphernalia. Public
Safety arrived at the residence
hall on Sept. 26 at 5 p.m. after
receiving information about
possible illegal drug possession in Switlik. The occupants of
the room consented to a search
where officers located a bag of
suspected marijuana and a pill
bottle that contained a suspected
marijuana joint. Both female
residents denied ownership of
the confiscated items; however,
the resident on whose side of
the room the paraphernalia was
found was taken into custody by
the Lawrence Township police.
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Wednesday, Oct. 2

Brownwater

10 p.m., Rider Pub
Open-mic coffee house
Thursday, Oct. 3

21st Annual Levine Lecture

7 p.m., Sweigart Auditorium
Rider alumnus Dr. Kenneth E. Marshall will address
the subject of “Losing It: Hearing the Silences of Black
Male Rage Under Slavery in 18th century New Jersey.”
Friday, Oct. 4

Zumba Night

7:30 p.m., The Playhouse
Sponsored by Westminster Black and Hispanic Alliance
Saturday, Oct. 5

New York Red Bulls Off-Campus Trip
4:45 p.m., Bus departure BLC
Sign up at the SRC ticket booth

WCC

THIS WINTER
EARN 3 CREDITS
Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

Services team for being
excited to work with new
products and recipes, as
CONT’D FROM P. 1
well as really focusing on
customer service and listening closely to our students’
feedback this semester,” Kovatich said.
Skiendzielewski added that the staff at the
Commons is paying close attention to the dietary
restrictions of certain students.
“I was intially very surprised to learn that such
a great number of our students are vegetarian or
vegan,” Skiendzielewski said. “In addition to that, an
even greater number are really committed to making
healthy, and just plain smart, choices when it comes
to what they are eating. Simply by offering internationally influenced and creative meatless options, I’m
noticing that many students who are not vegetarian
are trying these dishes and enjoying them. It’s exciting to know that we’re creating an environment at
Westminster that encourages our students to eat
healthier, expand their palates, and most of all, have
fun doing it.”
According to Kovatich, the main influence and
driving force behind WCC’s menu changes are
direct student feedback, along with Caruso’s culinary
background.
“We learned through last semester’s food service
committee meetings that our students are interested in
trying more creative menu items, but still want to see
some of their favorites too,” she said. “Chef Victor
Caruso has such a unique style and a great understanding of what is trending in the restaurant business, so we’ve been able to use his ideas, along with
Chef Greg and Chef Steve’s creative twists, to have
menu offerings that have given us some rave reviews
and allow us to take the Dining Commons to the next
level.”
A new station called Allegro was created at the
Commons as a way to showcase higher-quality,
restaurant-style meals — something that is also being
emphasized at Daly’s. Here, Kovatich says, students
can find lunchtime sandwiches like turkey Dijon and
Swiss paninis with bacon, sautéed spinach and mushrooms; cheddar Jack paninis with black beans, corn
salsa and pepper jack cheese; and a classic BLT with
homemade ranch potato chips. For dinner, students
can enjoy a deconstructed beef Wellington with filet
mignon; fresh salmon with Dijon dill sauce; homemade ceviche; ginger scallion chicken; and cumin and
mint lamb sliders.
“Allegro features interesting proteins in small-plate
form so students can sample trendy and unique items,
and feel free to come back for more,” Kovatich said.
“We worked hard to incorporate vegan and vegetarian
options into our Allegro menus as well.”
Besides the addition of more variety and meal
options, the speed and accessibility of the stations during peak hours were also addressed.

Some of the menu changes include a wider variety of healthier
meal options, including Brussels sprouts and veggie burgers.
“Another challenge we have in the Dining
Commons is that the majority of our students are only
able to have lunch between 12:30 p.m. and 1 p.m.,
so we have a major rush and need to be able to move
students through the line quickly so they can make it
to their 1 p.m. classes on time,” Kovatich said.
To solve this problem, the Commons chefs have
designed new sandwich and salad options that allow
for a quick grab-and-go meal.
Both new and seasoned visitors of the Commons
have expressed fairly positive reactions to the menu
changes.
“There’s definitely more space for more stations, which does increase the variety of food,” Gary
Margerum, a senior music education major, said.
“The specialties station has been making a lot more
high-quality food, and they rarely repeat meals. It’s
cool to see that they’re experimenting with different
kinds of food a lot more than they were before.”
Kristina Devers, a freshman vocal performance
major, agreed.
“I didn’t think there would be this much variety
or this high quality of food when I came here, so I’ve
been pleasantly surprised,” she said.
Some students, however, offered a few suggestions
where even more improvements could be made.
“It would be nice if they could extend the hours
when they have hot foods available and not just the
deli or salad bar,” said freshman music education
major Christopher Bocachica. “It would also be nice
if there were more meal options in general on the
weekends.”
“The variety is good, but it’s no Daly’s,” said Omar
Soto, a freshman music education and vocal performance major.

Winter
Session
Online: Dec 16 - Jan 17
Main Campus Jan 2 - Jan 17

REGISTER TODAY!
WWW.MARIST.EDU/WINTER
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marijuana, a digital scale and
packaging material meant for
distribution, police said. Cash
was also located at various
locations in Angelo Esposito’s
house totaling more than
$7,800.
Angelo Esposito’s wife was
placed under arrest, while his
brother’s house was searched
as well. In David Esposito’s
garage, a black pouch containing 17 grams of cocaine was
found, along with a digital
scale and packaging material. One of the bedrooms
contained $11,975, police
said.
When David Esposito’s
2001 BMW was searched,
three bags of cocaine were
found. Authorities seized
the vehicle along with his
Hummer H2, according to
police.
If convicted of the charges,

and David Esposito’s homes
in Hamilton. Officers with the
prosecutor’s office, the county
sheriff ’s office, and the Ewing,
Hamilton, Lawrence and
Trenton police departments
were all involved.
When the building was
searched and Angelo Esposito
was placed under arrest,
approximately 11 grams of
cocaine were found, police
said. In addition to the drugs,
a fully loaded 9mm semi-automatic handgun was found, as
well as a duffel bag that contained $978. His 1998 Tahoe
was seized during the raid too,
according to Casey DeBlasio,
public information officer at
Mercer County Prosecutor’s
Office.
Two grams of cocaine were
found in the bathroom drawer,
along with two shotguns,
a rifle, a small amount of

By Lauren Santye

ESTAURANT owners across
the board put effort into
perfecting their cuisine,
but a local family-owned
pizzeria allegedly likes to sell its
food with a side of cocaine.
Angelo Esposito, David
Esposito and Pamela
Nalbone-Esposito own Nino’s
Trattoria and Pizzeria near
the Brunswick Circle in
Lawrenceville. The restaurant
is heavily advertised on Rider’s
campus.
On Sept. 13, all three were
placed under arrest after several complaints about narcotics being sold at the restaurant,
police said.
Mercer County Special
Investigations Unit led a threemonth investigation on Nino’s.
Police were able to obtain
search warrants for both the
pizzeria and Angelo Esposito’s

T

By Katie Zeck
HE partial shutdown of the
federal government that
began on Oct. 1, will have a
minimal impact on colleges,
students and universities. That is, if
the shutdown doesn’t last too long.
Below is a list that highlights
some of the important aspects of
the shutdown relevant to Rider
students.

S

OME students are already feeling the immediate affects of the partial government shutdown.
Corraine Jones, a College of Continuing Studies
(CCS) student works for the reserves in administrative support for the flying unit at McGuire Air Force
Base. Both she and her husband work for the federal
government, and when midnight hit, their daily schedule changed.
“We had to go into work a half day. So we got
paid a half a day. And the other half of the day was a
furlough day so we didn’t get paid,” she said.
However this is not the first time that they have
been furloughed.
“We were furloughed in July for about a six-week
pay period. We are not being paid, and we don’t know
when we will be called back to work.”
How long the shutdown will last is unknown, which
is a worry that weighs heavily on the Joneses.
“Financially, it puts a strain on the whole family.
My husband and I are both affected by the furlough.
Now we’re furloughed again indefinitely.”

435

1. Rider receives millions from
the federal government, but
according to Julie Karns, vice
president for finance and
treasurer, there are no federal
payments due now that will be
delayed by the shutdown.
During the 2012-13 fiscal year,
Rider received $39 million in
federal student loans, $5 million
for tuition assistance, $446,886
for research and $515,910 for
programs.

Violation
Liquor law arrests
Liquor law disciplinary violations
Drug law arrests
Drug law disciplinary violations
Forcible sex offenses
420

Rider
Westminster
University
Choir College
’12 ’11 ’10 ’12 ’11 ’10
8 14 57 0 0 0
208 271 269 4 17 2
4 15 5 3 3 7
9 13 4 0 2 0
3 8 2 0 0 1

Rider University

Liquor law disciplinary violations
Liquor law arrests
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285
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100
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Angelo Esposito, left, and David Esposito are the owners of Nino’s Trattoria
and Pizzeria who were taken into custody on Sept. 13 on alleged drug charges.
DeBlasio said, the three could
receive heavy sentences.
“David Esposito could face
a maximum sentence of 20
years in prison, and Angelo
Esposito could face a maximum sentence of 15 years in
prison,” she said.
The wife could be facing

a maximum sentence of 10
years in prison.
According to DeBlasio,
Angelo Esposito is currently
free on $75,000 bail; his wife
was released on a summons
pending court proceedings;
and David Esposito is free on
$100,000 bail.

Seven things Rider students
need to know about the
government’s shutdown

CCS student feels
effect of furlough

Clery Report Review:
on-campus liquor
law, drug arrests
and violations
continue to decline

nj.com

Lawrence eatery offers pizza ... and Coke?

—2011—

8
—2012—

2. Administrators don’t anticipate a delay in the Pell Grant
program or federal student
loans.
The Department of Education
(DOE) has already processed the
Pell Grants and federal student
loans, according to Karns. The
DOE has developed a contingency
plan for the government shutdown, which indicates that the
grants and loans will continue as
usual.
3. There are two programs at
Rider whose employees are
fully funded by the federal
government; however, Karns
reports that currently, the
shutdown will not affect their
status at the university or the
ability to pay them.
These programs include
Student Support Services
and the Ronald E. McNair

Bullies
CONT’D FROM P. 1

another and then rated on their physical appearance. The administration
quickly blocked the site from all Rider
servers and soon after, the site was shut
down and disciplinary action was taken
on those responsible for creating the
site.
When it comes to these Twitter and
Instagram accounts, students seem to
have mixed feelings.
“It’s just so immature,” said senior
elementary education and psychology
major Erica Hoff. “We’re adults, not
in high school anymore, so why are
people even bothering? It’s all so judgmental and unnecessary.”
Alexis Diaz, also a senior elementary

Postbaccalaureate Achievement
Program.

4. Veterans’ services will not
be affected by the shutdown
because they are funded by the
university.
5. Faculty research projects are
expected to continue without
interruption. Most, according
to Karns, are funded by a variety of sources.
6. Students planning foreign
trips should anticipate delays
in securing passports and visas.
7. Analysts agree that if the
shutdown continues for more
than a few days, the effects
will start to worsen, but no one
knows for sure how badly or
how fast.

education major, had a different opinion on the sites.
“I think it’s harmless and just kids
being kids,” she said. “Sometimes
Rider Crushes will give shout-outs like
‘Here’s to all those students who aren’t
being named, you’re cute too.’ I don’t
think it’s that bad.”
No matter what students may think
of the site, Campbell stressed in his
email that Rider is a place of learning
and mutual respect.
“These sites serve only to offend and
hurt people and the university will not
tolerate actions that are antithhetical to
its core values,” he said.
If students have any information
regarding these social media accounts,
they are urged to contact the dean’s
office.
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Rider’s red carpet:
fall fashion trends

L

“Looking good helps
me feel my best.”
Blair Langston
Freshman, GLASS
program

T

By Emily Klingman and Alyssa Naimoli

some students are still sporting summer
fashion staples. But many are starting to
bring out the warmer clothing – boots,
scarves and other accessories. Military
green and camouflage are spreading
across the campus, along with graphic
patterns. As the months roll by and
the weather gets colder, the fall fashion trends will be more popular and
become more apparent on campus.
Fashion is a way to express oneself
as an individual and stand out and be
unique. The late Alexander McQueen
once said, “It’s a new era in fashion
— there are no rules. It’s all about the
individual and personal style, wearing
high-end, low-end, classic labels, and
up-and-coming designers all together.”

Maggie Sarlo/The Rider News

the mirror; clothes on, shoes
tied, accessories sprinkled throughout to make the outfit pop. One last
look and all of the clothing, pieced
together, is ready to make a statement.
Rider is already a diverse campus,
but adding students’ sense of fashion
and style to the picture takes diversity
to a whole new level. When students
go to class, they have different ideas of
fashion in mind, whether it is wearing
a cute dress or going to class cozy in a
comfortable pair of sweatpants.
Students have their own reasons for
dressing the way they do. Some dress
for work and others for sports; some
only crave comfort, while others want
to turn heads.
Walking around campus is the perfect way to keep up with fashion trends.
One person’s outfit may be the next
conversation starter; fashion can
bring people together.
The runway fashion has slowly
started creeping onto campus as
the temperature has begun to drop.
Since September was fairly warm,

“I like being fashionable; people take you
more seriously when
you’re dressed up.”
Rajeer Alford
Junior, musical theater

Many of the trends seen
at last month’s New York
Fashion Week, as spotted
in HarperBazaar.com’s
trend report, have
already appeared on
campus. Here are some
of those fall trends seen
at the 2013 New York
Fashion Week:
Graphic design

This fall is all about bold,
distinct graphic patterns.

“When I have a new
outfit I feel great,
like I can accomplish
everything.”
Christina Seymour
Freshman, psychology

Tough chic

Leather is a huge staple on
runways right now. Rocking
some leather allows everyone
to release his or her inner
punk, and be tough, bold
and a little rebellious.
Runways weren’t all black
or white, but in-between.
From charcoal to slate, gray
has become the new neutral
color for fall.

Be one with nature

Keep warm as the days
get colder with cozy knit
sweaters, high boots and furtrimmed outerwear.
Fall is all about colorblocking. Mix colors together
and layer graphically-styled
hues of black, white, camel
and navy to accomplish this
fall trend.
Be tough this season
with deep, rich shades of
camouflage green.

“I think it’s a big part
of your personality,
and you never know
who you might meet.”
Caleb Funk
Senior, musical theater

HE Yvonne Theater was filled with a variety of dancing, comedy and magic, as
the curtains opened for the annual Rider’s
Got Talent auditions on Sept. 21.
The student competition will present its
finale on Oct. 5. Held in the fall, it showcases
any type of talent, with the exception of singing, which is reserved for The R-Factor in the
spring semester. Andrew LoBrace, coordinator
of student programs, is impressed with this
year’s auditions.
“This year’s acts were very dynamic,”
LoBrace said. “From musicians to magicians,
we have very talented students.”
The audition began with a display of the
judges’ talents. This year’s judges included
Vinnie Brand, who often performs at the
Stress Factory Comedy Club in New Brunswick; Purdie Baumann, a dancer for NBC’s
show Smash and a former Radio City Rockette;
and Jamiyl Mosley, Rider administrator and
staff member in Residence Life.
“This was the first year that we have had
celebrity judges, and we thought that the
students really connected well with them,”
LoBrace said. “Purdie was the nice judge,
which a lot of students loved. Vinnie was seen
as the Simon Cowell of the judging panel and
was more harsh on the acts, so we feel that it
added a great dynamic.”
The auditions consisted of 14 contestants
who had a variety of talents: junior global supply chain management major Michael “Magic
Mike” Dziubas, magic show; junior elementary education major Carrie Lettiere, dancing;
freshman secondary education major Tyshelle
Phillips, spoken word; sophomore math major
Cowain Reid, rapping; freshman theater
performance major Justin Giachetti, monologue, and comedic duo with freshman theater
performance major, Patrick Barnsley, who also
did a solo comedic act; freshman undeclared
major Sriram Srinivasan, violin; freshman
political science major Ruth DelPino, spoken
word; freshman theater performance majors
Rosie Sanabria and Alyssa Marte, comedy;
senior public relations major Isa Wisse,
comedy; junior secondary education major
Lawrence Rothweiler, saxophone; sophomore
criminal justice major Ryan Henson, spoken
word; and freshman elementary education
major Jenna Moschella, monologue.
Dziubas performed a spunky musical
magic show to B.O.B.’s “Magic” that kept the
audience members on their toes. As Dziubas performed a few of his favorite tricks,
he added his own flair and personality as he
moved about the stage. His performance was
well-received by the audience and the judges
advanced him to the next round.
Phillips performed a free verse poem

Purdie Baumann, John Mozes (emcee), Vinnie Brand, and Jamiyl Mosley judge the annual Rider’s Got Talent
auditions where 14 students took the stage. This is the first year celebrity judges have been featured.
entitled “That Girl,” by Alysia Harris. She
brought a strong and dramatic performance
to the stage that exuded empowerment as
she made the written word come to life. The
judges found Phillips’ performance to be riveting. The audience encouraged her by ending
most of her lines with cheering and thunderous applause.
Srinivasan performed an Indian violin
composition that kept the audience highly
entertained as he made the difficult task of
playing violin look natural. The judges all
chimed in on how talented Srinivasan was, but
critiqued his stage presence, and suggested he
use a dancer for his next performance.
“It was a great experience for me,” Srinivasan said. “I like to show my type of music to
people who have never heard of it, and I plan
to use that in the finals.”
DelPino brought emotions to the stage —

happiness, sadness, pain and hope — as she
progressed through her spoken word performance. The audience praised DelPino for her
talent and admired her originality. The judges
appreciated how well she brought real feelings
to the stage, and DelPino seems like a frontrunner for the finale after the positive feedback
she received from the judges.
Giachetti performed an expressive and
heartbreaking monologue entitled “My
Mother’s Turtlenecks,” by Wallace Kirkman.
His monologue brought a somber mood to
the crowd as he spoke, but Giachetti kept
it subtle and moving. He received one X
from the judges, but the other two found it
well-executed.
“I loved my experience,” Giachetti said.

Concert Preview
CONT’D FROM P. 1

Mix and match

Welcome to the Army

“You can’t run around
naked — it’s not
socially acceptable.”
Steve Schwartz
Junior, geoscience

“Well, somebody’s
gotta look good.”
Sarah Lopez
Senior, marketing and
management

Gray is the new black

Arts&Entertainment

Rider’s most talented step into spotlight

“It makes me feel
good, It brightens
my day.”
Christopher Horton
Sophomore, radio & TV

By Monica Jaramillo
OOK in
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“I just like to be
different; I don’t like
to be like everyone.”
Velicity Pitts
Sophomore, criminal
justice

starts to become too much,” said junior radio and TV major Brian
Kelley. “I am very excited to finally have a band coming to Rider. We
The Kings will be awesome and Kelly is a nice touch, too.”
The selection process for musical artists, according to SEC special events co-chair Eric Cottrell, is rather extensive and, at times,
difficult.
The SEC conducts an online survey at the end of each academic
year to see what the most popular style of music is among students.
“It begins by the SEC determining the budget that we have for the
acts,” Cottrell said. “After that, we wait for our agent to send us a list
of performers who could potentially perform within our budget and
for the dates we are looking for.”
Afterward, the council narrows down the choices by eliminating
acts that would not work, leaving only a small list of possibilities.
This, Cottrell said, is when the decision gets challenging.
“We select who we want to be our performers, then we submit our
proposal to the artist’s agent and wait for a response,” he said.
Student feedback from last year’s concert was taken into

“It is like the real world: Some people praise
you, others tear you down. But you must be
confident in yourself, push yourself forward,
and give it your all. That’s what I intend to do
at the finals.”
Rothweiler took the stage with his saxophone and performed a medley of pop
songs, including Carly Rae Jepsen’s “Call
Me Maybe” and Daft Punk’s “Get Lucky.”
The audience was clapping and dancing as
he progressed through each song. The judges
thought his performance was very entertaining, but recommended he move around the
stage for his next appearance.
On Oct. 5, Dziubas, Phillips, Srinivasan,
DelPino, Rothweiler, and Giachetti, the final
six, will perform and the judges will allow
three or four acts to continue to the last
round. Baumann and Mosley will return to
the judges’ panel along with Nick Barbati,
assistant director of Campus Life and judge
from The R-Factor. Each contestant is going
to try to enhance the performance by adding
new tricks and new talent to keep the audience
interested.
The audience will ultimately decide the
winner by voting via text message. They also
can expect to see special guest performances
by last year’s The R-Factor winners, as well as
the Rider Vibes and the dance team. The winner will receive a $250 cash prize.
Additional reporting by Nicole Cortese

The Rider’s Got Talent finale will be held on
Oct. 5 at 9 p.m. in the Yvonne Theater.

consideration when making this year’s selection, and Cottrell said
that the SEC works diligently on improving concert choices for the
student body.
“After a long discussion about how to put on the best show that we
can, we decided that we needed to choose two artists who perform
different genres in an effort to pull the biggest group of students out
to the show,” Cottrell said.
Of course, there are a few naysayers to the otherwise positive
response for this year’s performers.
“I’m unhappy with Kelly Rowland,” said junior secondary education and history major Jon Murphy. “She wasn’t a good choice
because she isn’t very well-known.”
However, junior secondary education and history major Kim
Knox is curious about how the two different genres can come
together into one fall concert.
“I’m glad it’s not strictly one genre,” she said. “I’m interested to
see how it’s going to be. I’m not 100% sure how it’s going to turn
out, but of course I’ll stay until the end.”
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FROM THE EDITOR

R

UMORS tend to fly back and
forth between students until
the official announcement
is made about the Student
Entertainment Council’s (SEC) most
popular event on campus: the fall
concert.
Many students were surprised
when they learned that R&B artist
and former Destiny’s Child member Kelly Rowland would be the
headlining act for the concert this
year, along with an opening poprock band, We The Kings, and rap
newcomer, KAPTN.
Students have complained it was
not fair that hip-hop/rap artists
were chosen as the concert headliners for the past two years. This fall,
many students were pleased to find
out that the main act for the Oct. 4
concert is an R&B artist.
The buzz about the concert has
been continuous since the announcement was made on Aug. 31. Students
are excited for this year’s choice,
and the reception of this year’s pick
seems better than in previous years.
“I think it’s good that it’s someone more well-known this year,” said
senior public relations major Gina
DeAngelo.
It’s true, the combination of
genres is a little out of the ordinary.
It’s not every day that a rapper and
a pop-rock band open for a famous
R&B artist. It seems the SEC is
genuinely trying to please everyone
by getting musical artists from three
different spectrums of the music
industry. Unfortunately, the SEC will
face criticism no matter which artist
is selected to perform at Rider.
“It’s a pretty strange combination,” said senior public relations
major Harrison Regen. “Kelly
Rowland is an R&B artist and We
The Kings is a random rock group.
I’m not much of an R&B fan, so
what’s my motivation to go?”
Others say that though the genres
are different, the contrast might be
good for the campus.
“I think it’s a really odd

combination,” said Sarah
Scarantino, an elementary education
graduate student. “Personally, I’m
only a fan of We The Kings, but I
can see how the two genres would
blend together for a campus with
such a wide variety of music tastes.”
In the past, Rider not only had a
fall concert, but a spring one as well.
Many other colleges and universities
such as our neighboring school The
College of New Jersey, are known
for having two concerts a year. If
the SEC split up the big fall concert
into two smaller ones each semester,
there could be an even bigger reception. The SEC should look into this
idea after seeing the final attendance results and student reviews on
Friday.
Whether you are happy with the
musical acts that were picked for this
year’s fall concert or not, it is evident
that the SEC is trying to respond to
students’ feedback.
DeAngelo says she believes that
the SEC is listening to what the
students have said over the past few
years by getting an artist outside of
the hip-hop genre.
The concert at the end of the
week may be one that students are
still buzzing over for the rest of the
semester. Until then, the chatter and
excitement will continue until the
first artist takes the stage.
Hopefully the SEC has finally
gotten it right and the students who
attend the concert are pleased with
their hard work.
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FRESHMAN FINDINGS

Tattoos at work
still cause a buzz

U

NIVERSITIES and workplaces have
adjusted in some ways to fit a
shifting society. For example,
they now employ social media
for advertising and communication, and
even as a way to keep tabs on employees or students. However, the views of
these establishments toward tattoos and
body piercings have generally remained
the same: They are simply considered
unprofessional. In a society that is beginning to broaden conventions, this is an
outdated mindset.
A hole in someone’s face or ink in
their skin is not a reflection of their
work ability. Tattoos and piercings have
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This week’s editorial was written by the
Opinion Editor, Danielle Gittleman.

been attributed to an underground
alternative culture of kids who don’t
care about school, work or anything
besides a good time. But the quality of
people’s performance is not related to
how they express themselves.
People get inked up for a variety
of reasons. For some, it’s an art form,
and their body is the canvas. For others, their tattoos run deep: names of
deceased loved ones or inspirational
quotes or symbols. Piercings also serve
as a form of expression or a strong
fashion statement.
However, there’s one fact that we
can’t ignore: People with visible tattoos
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Craving Cranberry’s: Lack of delivery
leaves our stomachs a-grumblin’

MAGINE, it’s a dark, stormy night. You’ve been writing a paper (or watching Netflix instead of doing
that paper) for hours, and suddenly, you hear it — a
growling noise that may scare small children. What
is this hideous beast? It’s your stomach. It is 12 a.m.
and you’re starving. But alas, Daly’s has long since
closed its doors, and looking at your bank account to
potentially order a pizza almost physically hurts. The
weather is terrible, and the Bart Luedeke Center (BLC)
is just so far from the comfort of your nice warm bed in
your residence hall.
We’ve all been there, but could you imagine how
different this scenario would be if Cranberry’s delivered? The restaurant caters to the poor, broke college
student by offering payment through Bronc Bucks.
Cranberry’s could take this one step further by delivering food to the poor, broke, and lazy college student.

Now, I’m not encouraging laziness, and walking to the
BLC is never much of a trek no matter where you live
on campus. But, with the late hours at Cranberry’s,
walking to the BLC in the middle of the night tends
to worry some people. Rider is an incredibly safe campus, but who doesn’t get a little spooked walking alone
at 1 a.m.? This could offer a safer option for students
who are hungry in the middle of the night, but are too
anxious to walk to the BLC alone.
In addition, I cannot tell you how many times my
roommate and I have debated going to Cranberry’s,
only to be convinced against it by our own laziness.
If there were a delivery option, we would be able to
eat our chicken fingers and fries without leaving the
comfort of our dorm room, and Cranberry’s would
make more money. If they allowed orders from people
outside of the store, the store’s business would most

likely drastically increase.
Also, Cranberry’s delivering would offer more oncampus jobs. Getting a job on campus isn’t that simple
because of the lack of ones that are actually available.
If Cranberry’s delivered, drivers would be needed to
bring the food to the customers. This could easily create a few more jobs for students on campus.
I’m sure that Cranberry’s delivering would not be
perfect. Wait times would definitely be longer than if
you ordered in the restaurant, for example. But wait
times for delivered food are always lengthy compared
to in-house service. Personally, I’d rather wait an extra
20 minutes than have to walk alone in the middle of
the night to the BLC. Is that laziness? Perhaps. But,
hey, the struggle is real.
-Caroline Forde
Sophomore secondary education major

FACE-OFF

Group projects: practical or irritating?

L

OVE it or hate it, everyone has worked with a
group of people for a class project. Whether
or not we gained any skills from those experiences that could be applied to our personal lives
is another thing. Each group that I’ve worked with
has taught me different things, and they all reinforce
the idea that there are a lot of different personalities
you will encounter in life. For this reason, as well as
many others, group work is very beneficial.
Working with a group of people promotes
collaboration. This benefit is so important and
Junior
constantly needs to be reinforced at every age.
Jess Vento
Learning to be open-minded allows you to take
everything into consideration, instead of shooting
down every idea that someone suggests. It also gives you the opportunity to
bounce ideas off one another; it is like watching the snowball effect in action. It
allows everyone to contribute and be creative, which leads to a great project.
Additionally, it helps you learn from each other. Since everyone is an individual, groups help celebrate our differences by uniting as one. It reminds me
of my high school yearbook theme, “One by one we come together.” It also
allows you to take ideas to the next level with your group members’ help. You
are able to give and receive constructive criticism that will ultimately help the
greater good of the project.
Also, working with a group will decrease stress. In most cases, you are able to
divide the work into sections, especially if your professor has created divisions
on the rubric. When you think about it, an eight-page paper divided among
four people is basically a two-page paper per person. Canvas is also useful for
collaboration. You can post discussions, questions or documents that you may
have for each other instead of emailing or texting each person constantly.
In addition, when working in a group, you have to learn how to properly
manage your time. There is always a deadline that your group has given you
internally so that everything can be proofread and edited into a cohesive
final product. You cannot procrastinate when you’re in a group or else it will
backfire completely and everyone’s grade will suffer. Groups make you less selfish because you don’t want to be dead weight or the reason why your project
received a D instead of an A. In a way, it makes you step your game up and
make sure that you do everything to the best of your ability.
Working with a group may have downfalls for some people, but for most
it is a positive experience. You get to sharpen your collaboration skills, learn
from each other, have less stress and use proper time management skills. The
next time your professor tells you that you are assigned to work with a group,
embrace it and stay positive. In the long run it will help you out tremendously
when you get into the “real world” and have a “real job.”
-Jess Vento
Junior public relations major

and piercings are not viewed professionally. It’s harder to land that job if
the interviewer can see a nose ring.
How do we combat this? Tattoos and
CONT’D FROM P. 8
piercings have to be concealable.
Dr. Frank L. Rusciano, director of Global Studies, agrees that tattoos and piercings should be covered up for jobs, and also offered an explanation.
“It’s a generational thing,” he said. “[Older] people generally did not get them.”
For those who did not see much of tattoos or piercings, it is hard to accept the
new generation of those who now embrace them.

Tattoos

W

HENEVER I am given a group assignment, I
internally groan, and am always reluctant
to start it. I have always been an advocate
of independent projects because I feel
much better knowing that I completed the assignment on my own.
Typically, professors assign the groups, which
usually makes matters worse. If I could choose
the members of my group, I would know who I
am working with, as well as his or her work ethic.
There have been countless times where I have
Junior
worked with students who were either unmotivated
Erin Wallace
or unable to do any of the work at all. This made
completing our assignment extremely difficult and
frustrating.
I have never been one to procrastinate; I like to finish assignments almost as
soon as they are given out. It is comforting to know that the project is out of the
way, rather than have to worry about completing it. Knowing that the due date is
approaching quickly causes me to feel stressed and anxious because I worry that
time may run out.
In certain instances, I have completed most of the group assignment, or at
least a major part of it, in order to ensure that it was completed properly and
successfully. Unfortunately, taking on the majority of a project in order to ensure
its completion requires time and effort. We all have other homework assignments
to do and tests to study for, so it is unfair for one person to complete the whole
assignment.
If a group is stuck with a lazy member, his or her part of the assignment may
have to be completed by others, creating more work for those who have already
finished their portion of the project. If the work is not completed, it will hurt the
grade of all the members.
On the other hand, sometimes students are willing to begin the assignment, but
their schedules are too hectic to allow them to work with others. In situations like
these, each member of the group works individually, coming together only at the
end just before presenting. This could negatively affect the group presentation and
the overall grade.
I do not like it when I am given the same grade as a student who hasn’t worked
as hard. When I complete most of the work, I believe that my grade should reflect
that. Similarly, the student, or students, who slack off and allow others to do the
work for them should be given a lower grade and suffer the consequences; it is
only fair. While some group projects may go as planned and turn out wonderfully, there are too many negatives that outweigh the positives. I am much more
comfortable working on my own.
-Erin Wallace
Junior English major

Mixed messages are constantly being sent to the youth. If we flip on the television or go online, we see our favorite celebrities showing off their latest ink or their
shiny belly rings. I don’t blame them for this, as their bodies are theirs to control.
However, it’s stressful for a generation whose focus is on media to tune it out and
hear the voices of the mature and powerful.
Stereotypes are hard to shatter. I wish that people would be judged on traits such
as character, work ethic, compassion and intelligence. However, we must face the
fact that tattoos and piercings distort these qualities in the eyes of the workplace.
-Samantha Sawh
Freshman journalism major
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Broncs unable to slay No. 18 Dragons

F

ACING two strong teams — Drexel and Lock
Haven — in a span of four days on the road is a
tall order for any team. Despite losing against both
teams this week, the Broncs proved that they can
go toe-to-toe with the big teams, losing by only one goal
in each match.
Senior forward Sandra Penas, who tied the all-time
school record for career points with 150, feels good
about the team.
“It’s encouraging to know the team is capable of
playing strong teams; however, at the end of the day,
our goal is always to win and we won’t settle for anything less,” she said.
On Sept. 25, the Broncs (6-3) faced-off against
No. 18 Drexel (7-2) on the road. Freshman midfielder
Carolina Vergroesen scored the team’s only goal in
the first minute of the game, while the team stood its
ground and went into halftime with the lead.
The second half was a completely different story.
Drexel outshot the Broncs 10-3 and had more
penalty corners (7-1). Drexel took the lead 12 minutes
later when the Dragon’s freshman midfielder Jessica
McCarthy scored.
Even with the loss, Head Coach Lori Hussong was
pleased with her team’s performance.
“Playing Drexel is always a great way to measure
how well our team is progressing,” she said. “We were
really happy with our effort that night, as our team
played with high intensity, especially in the first half.”
The team had to forget quickly about Drexel,
because it faced Lock Haven on Sept. 28. For the second straight game, it was a low-scoring affair with the
winning goal coming late in the second half.
Once again, the Broncs fell just short.
Rider, who led the country in penalty corners, got
beat in that department. Lock Haven (8-2) got the last
laugh, despite being outshot 13-9, when they scored in
the 57th minute.
Rider faces the struggling St. Joe’s (1-7) on the road
on Oct. 4, then finishes a four-game road trip on Oct.
6 against Lehigh (2-8). They come back to Rider on
Oct. 9, and play their first home game since Sept.
20 against another strong team, the University of
Pennsylvania (6-1, 2-0 Ivy League).
Even though the combined win percentage of their
next three opponents is below .500, the Broncs are
looking forward to settling into a good rhythm when
conference play begins, especially when it comes to
their struggling offense.
“These last three games before conference play
starts are going to be really important for us,” Penas
said. “We want to be playing at our potential once
conference games start and we are still looking to
improve. We have a very young team and are getting
used to each other on the field. Our biggest problem
in the last two games has been that we couldn’t generate a lot of attack and we couldn’t score, so we need to
work on that.”
Even with nine freshmen on the squad, Penas still
believes that the sky’s the limit.
“For us seniors, we have always had successful
seasons and we won’t settle for less,” she said. “We are
looking to have another. Our goal is to win the conference championship, win the NCAA play-in game and
be the first Rider team that advances to the NCAA
tournament.”
But, if the Broncs want to play post-season field
hockey, Hussong believes they have a lot to work on.
“We need to generate more offense and score more
goals, and at the other end, keep the ball out of our
circle and not give away so many penalty corners,”
she said. “We are improving with each game we play,
and if our players will learn how to share the ball
and reduce the amount of times we try to go one-onone with the opposing team’s defense, we should see
improved goal production.”

Peter. G Borg/ Rider University

By Carlos Toro

Freshman midfielder Carolina Vergroesen scored the lone goal in the Broncs 2-1 defeat at the hands of No. 18 Drexel.

Students:

Reserve

your seat for the keynote.
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for the conference.
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Stone

Rider University, Nov. 2, 2013

Panels, 9:30 a.m.-3:45 p.m., North Hall:

❁ JFK and Historical Intervention
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❁ The Aesthetics of Oliver Stone
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❁ Oliver Stone and History
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MEN’S SOCCER

NJIT snaps three-game win streak
O
FF to its best start in nearly three
decades, the men’s soccer team is
looking to make a statement this
season: The Broncs are ready to
take the next step and compete in the
MAAC as one of the conference’s top
teams.
On Sept. 25, the Broncs (5-2)
squared off against New Jersey Institute
of Technology (NJIT) (4-6-1) at Ben
Cohen field. Rider was in control for
most of the first half because of an
early goal only 10 minutes in. The
goal, scored by freshman midfielder
Christian Flath, came off of a pass
from freshman midfielder Adrian Huss.
However, the second half was all
NJIT. The Highlanders outshot the
Broncs 10-1, and went on to win 2-1.
Freshman goalkeeper David Pastuna,
who shutout the Bronc’s last two
opponents, recorded a career-high eight
saves, but was unable to continue his
winning trend.
Over the past five seasons Rider has
averaged about three wins a year. Only
seven games into the 2013 season, the
team’s average has already been passed.
Rider had a three-game winning streak
before losing to NJIT.
Huss, who is tied for second on the
team with four points, knows his squad
is hard to defeat when they are clicking
on all cylinders.
“When we play well, it is really difficult to beat us,” Huss said.
Keeping with the youthful trend
around the field, the Broncs feature two

Peter G. Borg/ Rider University

By Matt Burrill

Freshman midfielder Christian Flath currently holds the second-highest point total in the MAAC with 11 points. He has four goals and three assists this
strong freshmen goalkeepers — Jimmy
Quilter and Pastuna. Quilter began the
season as the starter, but suffered an
injury to his leg, thrusting Pastuna into
the starting role.
“I’m feeling around 90 to 95% ready
to come back,” Quilter said.
With Quilter looking to return soon,
the coaching staff will have a tough call
to make as to who will be playing in the
net.
“We have two goalkeepers who are
of the same ability, which is good for us
because we know that no matter who is
playing, we have a solid keeper in the

net,” Huss said.
As the season reaches the halfway
point, the goals and high hopes for the
team continue to grow stronger. With
only one non-conference matchup left
on the schedule, against Seton Hall
(2-4-2, 0-1 Big East) today at 7 p.m.,
the Broncs will set their eyes on the
MAAC conference. Coming into this
season, Rider was projected to finish
11th in the MAAC, something that
these freshmen have kept in mind.
“We were ranked pretty low coming
into this season,” Quilter said. “We’re
using that as our motivation.”

The Broncs’ MAAC conference play
will begin Oct. 5 when they host Marist
(1-7).
Even though the Broncs have made
huge strides forward this season, the
team will not be content until it wins
the conference.
“We’re looking to get into the conference tournament this year and take
this program places that it hasn’t been
for a really long time,” Pastuna said.

GOLF

Buttermark finishes second at ECAC Fall Championship

W

By Brian Sommer
ITH the

fall golf season nearing its end,
the Broncs traveled to Egg Harbor,
N.J., to take part in the Eastern College
Athletic Championship (ECAC) Fall Golf
Championship at Twisted Dune Golf Course on Sept.
29-30.
In the first round, Rider finished third of five teams

with a score of 333, trailing Fairfield with 330, and
the leader, Monmouth University, with 307.
Placing third out of 25 competitors with an opening round score of 77 was senior James Buttermark.
Sophomore Tom Yarson scored an 81, and freshman
Sam DiGaetano shot an 87. Yarson finished the day in
eighth place and DiGaetano was tied for 19th.
Head Coach Jason Barry said that the team shows

2420 Brunswick Avenue Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
Phone: 609-882-7700 www.docsbarandgrill.com

steadfast dedication.
“The whole team plays with a lot of heart,” Barry
said. “They are all fighters, and will grind for every
stroke.”
The Broncs played much better on the final day of
the tournament, finishing with a team score of 312 —
a 29-stroke improvement from where they finished on
day one. Rider still finished third.
Buttermark excelled on the final day, moving up to
runner-up. He finished with a score of 154, which was
only six strokes behind first-place medalist Bradley
Goodling from Monmouth, with a score of 148.
“I really grinded out all of my shots today,”
Buttermark said. “I birdied my last three holes, which
probably moved me up four or five spots, which I was
very happy with. I’ve been really confident all semester, but having a really high finish is always a really
good feeling.”
Barry said the one thing that stood out from the
tournament was Buttermark finishing second.
Still, Barry feels that Yarson can be in contention to
win a tournament.
“Yarson is a great competitor,” Barry said. “He
knows how to fight for every stroke.”
Despite the positives coming from the final round
for the Broncs, Monmouth still managed to hold on
and win the championship with a final score of 623.
“We know we didn’t play our best this past weekend, but I know if we do play our best we will have
a chance to win every tournament we play in,”
Buttermark said.
Rider will end its season at the two-day
Binghamton Fall Invitational in Apalachin, N.Y., on
Oct. 6-7.
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Making a splash in the community

The swimming and diving team has
found a way to benefit both itself and
the local community — raising money
by hosting children’s swimming lessons
taught by the athletes.
Head Coach Steven Fletcher hopes
these clinics will bring more buzz to his
squad, while also helping the team’s
budget problems.
“We’re running programs for the
local swimming community for a
couple of reasons,” Fletcher said. “One
is for outreach. After having tried to
build a program over the last 13 to 14
years, we feel that outreach is important for people to know that there’s a
competitive swimming and diving program here. Previous athletes and teams
that we’ve coached have brought it to
a pretty competitive level. Secondly,
we’re doing this as a way to support our
operating budget.”
There are a total of two four-week
sessions, each of which has two different time slots, both a half hour long.
The clinics can hold up to 30 students,
but are kept at a 2-to-1 instructor-tostudent ratio, according to Fletcher.
The young swimmers are not broken
up into age groups, but rather by ability
and learning progression. The clinics
were conceived by Fletcher and the
other coaches, and the first one was run
this past spring for older children.
“It was our first time running any
kind of camp or clinic,” Fletcher said.
“The swim program is something that
was in place here, but we haven’t run
swim lessons for over 20 years. There
was a time when there was a pretty big
program here, so we’re trying to restart
it — granted we’re not recruiting
6-year-olds.”
The instructors of the sessions are
all members of the swimming and
diving team, and all, in one way or
another, have experience in teaching
swimming lessons. More importantly,
they have a love of teaching, according
to Fletcher.
One of these athletes is junior
breaststroker Morgan Kandrac, who
has taught swimming in the past; she

Thomas Albano/The Rider News

By Thomas Albano

Junior Carlee Oswald, who swims freestyle, instructs a young student at Rider’s learn-to-swim clinic.
feels teaching children how to swim is
rewarding.
“Swimming can be a really independent sport because it’s you racing other
people, so most people see it as really
individual,” she said. “I think seeing
someone else succeed from your guidance, and learning how to swim from
you helping them, is just a reflection of
what you want as an athlete. We have
lots of help along the way from really
good coaches. I think teaching all these
kids is rewarding because that’s what
we want to see out of ourselves, and we
can help other people with that.”

Fletcher sees the love and passion
the athletes have for teaching.
“You can tell they’re experienced
at it and they can handle giving the
instructions very well,” he said. “They
hold the kids’ attention very well and
they give them some good information.
All of the families that have come are
really excited about it and have enjoyed
the interaction the child has had with
the athletes. So it’s a win-win.”
Fletcher also said it can be positive
for the athletes because it shows them
how much they truly understand what
they’ve learned.

“As athletes, there comes a point
where they have the ability to teach, but
they’re still competing and training,”
Fletcher said. “They can learn about
their own swimming by trying to teach
something to someone who is struggling
with that concept. I think by teaching,
an athlete can also learn.”
Overall, parents are very pleased by
how the athletes have instructed their
children, and by the small-group atmosphere that comes with these lessons.
One father was very impressed with
the athletes as instructors and how well
informed the young swimmers were
after their lessons.
“They work hard — all of them,
and it’s a plus for the kids,” he said.
Kandrac said running these clinics is
financially positive for the team.
“All the proceeds go to the team
budget because we have a really large
team and a rather small budget,” she
said. “Sometimes we get in tough
situations when it comes to, ‘How are
we getting to this meet? How are we
getting to that meet?’ Sometimes things
come up that we just have to pay for
and weren’t really planned as part of
the budget.”
At the end of the day, however, the
biggest reward for the athletes is being
able to teach children what they love
to do.
“This is what we do every day — we
swim,” Kendrac said. “To put us up on
the other side of the fence and teach
people how to swim, it kind of puts
us at a different perspective, but it is a
really good idea. What else do we do
on Sundays? We sleep and do homework. We can give a half hour lesson to
someone.”

Broncs raise money to aid
Jimmy Fund cancer research
Donte Carty/ Rider University

By Jessica Vento

The wrestling team showed that
even tough guys can have a compassionate side at its car wash on Sept. 25.
The team donated the proceeds to The
Jimmy Fund, which supports cancer
research and care at the Dana-Farber
Cancer Institute in Boston.
The Rider community helped the
Broncs raise $500 for the charity.
The Broncs decided to donate to
The Jimmy Fund based on a recommendation from the Student

Athlete Advisory Council representatives, juniors Andrew Marr and Jeff
McElwee.
“The Rider wrestling team has really
been trying to present a new image to
the school and community,” McElwee
said. “Little steps over the past couple
years have been shifting people’s views
of us toward this. The car wash was
just another step, and we plan to have
many more in the future.”

